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SU M M E R  2 0 2 2
For Summer 2022 our intention is to deliver bold COLOR. We’ve been wearing our 
new enameled stainless steel box chain and we are loving both the color and the 
quality. Available in mood boosting hues – Blue, Pink, Bright Green, Yellow and 
Red. These enameled chains are the perfect way to add color to your summer styles 
and they layer perfectly with all our designs.

We are also loving the variety of semiprecious gemstones we are introducing this 
season. The combinations of colors set a tone of FUN as we emerge from our small 
bubbles and out into the world again.

We also added adorable new styles to our classic bottled collection. They continue 
to be perfect for everyday wear and always make the best gifts. 
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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VENICE GEMSTONE NECKLACE IN RED
$56 MSRP $138

Mixed gemstone beaded necklace on red enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 18-20 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N908-GEM-RED
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VENICE GEMSTONE NECKLACE IN GREEN
$56 MSRP $138

Mixed gemstone beaded necklace on green enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 18-20 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N908-GEM-GRN

VENICE GEMSTONE NECKLACE IN BLUE
$56 MSRP $138

Mixed gemstone beaded necklace on blue enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 18-20 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N908-GEM-BLU
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VENICE GEMSTONE NECKLACE IN YELLOW
$56 MSRP $138

Mixed gemstone beaded necklace on yellow enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 18-20 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N908-GEM-YLW

VENICE GEMSTONE NECKLACE IN PINK
$56 MSRP $138

Mixed gemstone beaded necklace on pink enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 18-20 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N908-GEM-PNK
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MIRAMAR GEMSTONE NECKLACE - PARTY
$27 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstones on a gold-filled drawn cable chain.
Adjustable length 16-18 inches with a lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Gemstones: pink jasper, dalmatian jasper, yellow jade, turquoise and green malachite

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N909-PARTY
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MIRAMAR GEMSTONE 
NECKLACE - WAVE
$27 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstones on a gold-filled drawn cable 
chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches with a lob-
ster style clasp and extender chain.

Gemstones: aventurine, blue jade, yellow jade, 
red jasper and blue opal

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gem-
stones will vary slightly from the photo due to 
their organic nature.

N909-G-WAVE

MIRAMAR GEMSTONE
NECKLACE - BEACH
$27 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstones on a gold-filled drawn cable 
chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches with a lob-
ster style clasp and extender chain.

Gemstones: blue opal, goldstone, aventurine, 
peach quartz and olive jade

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gem-
stones will vary slightly from the photo due to 
their organic nature.

N909-G-BEACH

MIRAMAR GEMSTONE
NECKLACE - SUNSET
$27 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstones on a gold-filled drawn cable chain.
Adjustable length 16-18 inches with a lobster style clasp 
and extender chain.

Gemstones: blue opal, red jasper, pink jasper, aqua 
quartz and yellow aventurine

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will 
vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N909-G-SUNSET

MIRAMAR GEMSTONE
NECKLACE - SEAFOAM
$27 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstones on a gold-filled drawn cable chain.
Adjustable length 16-18 inches with a lobster style clasp 
and extender chain.

Gemstones: red aventurine, teal jasper, aventurine, rose 
quartz and lime jasper

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will 
vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

N909-G-SEAFOAM
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MIRAMAR HOOPS WITH PINK JASPER
$17 MSRP $43  E741-(G/S)-PNK

Lightweight hoop with pink jasper bead.  Available with 14k gold-filled or sterling silver tube hoop with a seamless
closure. 14k gold-filled hoop measures 24mm outside diameter. Sterling silver hoop measures 25mm outside diameter. 

Made in USA.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature

MIRAMAR HOOPS
WITH BLUE OPAL

$17 MSRP $43  E741-(G/S)-OPAL

Lightweight hoop with opal bead. Available with 14k gold-filled 
or sterling silver tube hoop with a seamless closure. 14k gold-
filled hoop measures 24mm outside diameter. Sterling silver 

hoop measures 25mm outside diameter. Made in USA.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary 

slightly from the photo due to their organic nature

MIRAMAR HOOPS
WITH MALACHITE

$17 MSRP $43  E741-(G/S)-MAL

Lightweight hoop with green malachite bead. Available with 14k 
gold-filled or sterling silver tube hoop with a seamless closure. 

14k gold-filled hoop measures 24mm outside diameter. Sterling 
silver hoop measures 25mm outside diameter. Made in USA.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary 

slightly from the photo due to their organic nature

MIRAMAR HOOPS
WITH RED JASPER

$17 MSRP $43  E741-(G/S)-RED

Lightweight hoop with red jasper bead. Available with 14k gold-
filled or sterling silver tube hoop with a seamless closure. 14k 

gold-filled hoop measures 24mm outside diameter. Sterling silver 
hoop measures 25mm outside diameter. Made in USA.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary 

slightly from the photo due to their organic nature

MIRAMAR HOOPS
WITH GREEN AGATE

$17 MSRP $43  E741-(G/S)-GRN

Lightweight hoop with green agate bead. Available with 14k gold-
filled or sterling silver tube hoop with a seamless closure. 14k 

gold-filled hoop measures 24mm outside diameter. Sterling silver 
hoop measures 25mm outside diameter. Made in USA.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary 

slightly from the photo due to their organic nature
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VENICE GEMSTONE BRACELET IN PINK
$28 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstone beaded bracelet on pink enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 6.5-8 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

B417-GEM-PNK

VENICE GEMSTONE BRACELET IN YELLOW
$28 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstone beaded bracelet on yellow enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 6.5-8 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

B417-GEM-YLW
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VENICE GEMSTONE BRACELET IN GREEN
$28 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstone beaded bracelet on bright green enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 6.5-8 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

B417-GEM-GRN

VENICE GEMSTONE BRACELET IN RED
$28 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstone beaded bracelet on red enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 6.5-8 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

B417-GEM-RED
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VENICE GEMSTONE BRACELET IN BLUE
$28 MSRP $68

Mixed gemstone beaded bracelet on blue enameled stainless steel box chain.
Adjustable length 6.5-8 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Style Notes:
The color, shape and size of these natural gemstones will vary slightly from the photo due to their organic nature.

B417-GEM-BLU
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FRANCIS CHAIN NECKLACE
$27 MSRP $68

Enamel coated stainless steel box chain necklace. Available with pink, red, yellow, green, or blue enamel.
Adjustable length 18-20 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Green N907-GRN
Yellow N907-YLW
Blue N907-BLU
Pink N907-PNK
Red N907-RED
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FRANCIS CHAIN BRACELET
$20 MSRP $45

Enamel coated stainless steel box chain bracelet. Available with pink, red, yellow, green, or blue enamel.
Adjustable length 6-7.5 inches with a gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain.

Green B416-GRN
Yellow B416-YLW
Blue B416-BLU
Pink B416-PNK
Red B416-RED
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MYSTIC GEMSTONE BRACELET
$16 MSRP $38

Gemstone beaded bracelet on a colored cord. Beads measure approximately 4mm. Available in pink opal with a tan 
cord, red shell with a turquoise cord, citrine with a yellow cord, amazonite with a fuchsia cord, turquoise with a yellow 

cord, labradorite with a grey cord, or dalmatian jasper with a red cord. Adjustable length 7-9 inches. The macrame 
slide closure makes it easy to find the right fit.

Pink Opal: B418-PNKOP
Red Shell: B418-CORAL

Citrine: B418-CIT
Amazonite: B418-AMAZON

Turquoise: B418-TRQ
Labradorite: B418-LAB

Dalmatian Jasper: B418-DALJAS

HAPPY SAD CHAIN NECKLACE

Happy Sad bead measures 10mm. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver.
Gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. 

Gold: N906-G $24 MSRP $60
Silver: N906-S $21 MSRP $53
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START SHIP JULY 31
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PINK OPAL HUGGIE
HOOP EARRINGS
$30 MSRP $68

Pink opal huggie style earring. Hoop measures 13mm 
round with 3mm stones. Available in 18K gold vermeil 
(sterling silver plated in 18K gold).

E740-G-PNKOP 

GREEN MALACHITE HUGGIE 
HOOP EARRING
$30 MSRP $68

Green malachite huggie style earring. Hoop measures 
13mm round with 3mm stones. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil (sterling silver plated in 18K gold).

E740-G-MAL

BLUE LAPIS HUGGIE
HOOP EARRINGS
$30 MSRP $68

Blue lapis huggie style earring. Hoop measures 13mm 
round with 3mm stones. Available in 18K gold vermeil 
(sterling silver plated in 18K gold).

E740-G-LAP

ENAMEL HUGGIE HOOPS IN NEW COLORS
$22 MSRP $53

Available in mint green, lilac, sky blue, and white enamel. Hoops measure 12mm.
Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver with 18K gold plating).

White: E671-G-WHT
Lilac: E671-G-LILAC

Emerald Green: E671-G-EME
Turquoise: E671-G-TRQ

Mint: E671-G-MINT
Sky Blue: E671-G-SKY
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OPAL AND WHITE TOPAZ
DROP NECKLACE
$27 MSRP $68

Opal and white topaz charm in a prong-style set-
ting. Charm measures 9mm. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil with a gold-filled chain. Adjustable length 
16-18 inches.

N910-G-OPWHTPZ

TURQUOISE AND WHITE TOPAZ
DROP NECKLACE
$27 MSRP $68

Turquoise and white topaz charm in a prong-style 
setting. Charm measures 9mm. Available in 18K 
gold vermeil with a gold-filled chain. Adjustable 
length 16-18 inches.

N910-G-TRQWHTPZ

WHITE TOPAZ
BAGUETTE NECKLACE
$27 MSRP $68

Single white topaz baguette charm measures 10 x 
6mm. Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver 
plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Gold-filled or 
sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches.

Gold: N911-G-WHTPZ
Silver: N911-S-WHTPZ

TURQUOISE BAGUETTE 
NECKLACE
$27 MSRP $68

Single turquoise baguette charm measures 10 x 
6mm. Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver 
plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Gold-filled or 
sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches.

Gold: N911-G-TRQ
Silver: N911-S-TRQ
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TRIPLE CRYSTAL MARQUIS STUD 
EARRINGS
$26 MSRP $65

Marquis shaped studs measure approximately 5mm. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver plated in 18K 
gold) or sterling silver. Pave setting with cubic zirconia 
crystals. 

Gold: E749-G
Silver: E749-S

CROSS CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Studs measure approximately 9mm tall. Available in 18K 
gold vermeil (sterling silver plated in 18K gold) or sterling 
silver. Pave setting with cubic zirconia crystals.

Gold: E743-G
Silver: E743-S

OVAL HINGED CRYSTAL
HOOP EARRINGS
$23 MSRP $58

Hoop measures approximately 18mm with a hinged clo-
sure. Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver plated 
in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Pave setting with cubic zir-
conia crystals. 

Gold: E745-G
Silver: E745-S

HEXAGON HUGGIE CRYSTAL
HOOP EARRINGS
$23 MSRP $58

Hoop measures approximately 15mm. Available in 18K 
gold vermeil (sterling silver plated in 18K gold) or ster-
ling silver. Pave setting with cubic zirconia crystals. 

Gold: E744-G
Silver: E744-S

LIGHTNING BOLT RAINBOW 
CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Lightning bolt studs in a pave setting with cubic zirconia 
rainbow colored crystals. Studs measure approximately 
0.4 inches. Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling 
silver plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. 

Gold: E742-G
Silver: E742-S

ALL PEARL HOOP EARRINGS
$23 MSRP $58

Pearls all around! Hoop measures approximately 
20mm diameter with freshwater pearls and an 18K 
gold vermeil hoop.

E748-G
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DOUBLE HUGGIE HOOP EARRING WITH RAINBOW CRYSTAL
$30 MSRP $68

Double huggie hoop measures approximately 12mm diameter.
Available in 18K gold vermeil. Pave setting with rainbow cubic zirconia crystals.

E746-G-RAIN

DOUBLE HUGGIE HOOP EARRING WITH CRYSTAL
$30 MSRP $68

Double huggie hoop measures approximately 12mm diameter.
Available in 18K gold vermeil. Pave setting with cubic zirconia crystals.

E746-G-CRYS

DOUBLE HUGGIE HOOP EARRING WITH TURQUOISE & CRYSTAL
$30 MSRP $68

Double huggie hoop measures approximately 12mm diameter.
Available in 18K gold vermeil. Pave setting with turquoise gemstones and cubic zirconia crystals.

E747-G-TRQ


